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* Screen captures and images represent a version of the game still in progress. * 3D effects can only be seen on a real Nintendo 3DS system. The screen shots on this website were taken in 2D. * 3D results may vary between individuals. The Nintendo 3DS and the Nintendo 3DS logo are Nintendo
brands. ©CAPCOM CO., LTD. 2015 REMOVED RIGHTS. You take on the role of a hunter who begins a journey to hunt down the most dangerous creatures on earth. Spread over four villages, three of previous games and a brand new village, players will have a plethora of searches and items to collect.
All 14 types of weapons from Monster Hunter 4 Ultimate return and the new Hunting Styles and Hunting Arts have been added. Version 1.50: Basic information about searches and all the engineers that beginners need to know to be successfulPanico Guides BesticareDaamage calculation, traffic values,
and how you can apply this in a practical way to improve your hunts! Kinsect upgrade Center DragonsAntands of all regions, including special sitesFull DLC docket with tips for these special Next Various Multiplayer Tips Prev Monster Hunter Generations Guide Download the Starter Pack from the
Download menu before you depart for your first hunt. The Starter Pack will give you many valuable resources and allow you to save a lot of time and money. The herd can be picked up by the maid in your home. Don't buy new equipment right away. What you receive at the beginning of the game can be
upgraded at a small cost and should serve you good for some time. Choose two different types of weapons: a master weapon that you will use for most of the time, as well as a complementary one, giving you more flexibility in combat. Always eat before you start a search. Sometimes a simple meal can
mean victory or defeat. Choose meals according to the goal you hope to achieve. Gather the materials whenever you can! At the beginning of the game each material will be extremely useful. There are no useless materials in MHGen - each of them will sooner or later be needed. Try to buy the Book
Organizer Guide on the market as soon as possible – this will allow you to stock more items in the chest. Before you decide to hunt with other players, play for at least a few days in single player mode. Not only will it allow you to get the required experience with the game, as well as the new equipment, it
will also save them your companions out of a lot of frustration. When it comes to a gathering tour, consider switching to cat form. Cats don't get tired while they're running, they don't need any data in the inventory and they're resistant to extreme temperatures! If during the battle (or even before its start) its)
Look around the sky for a cat observation balloon. Wave at it with wave emote (from the Gestures menu) and the location of the monster will appear for a while on your mini-map. The cat dealer (Neko) on the ranch is mainly used to gain access to the main craft materials from the farms, but with
Wycademy points you can buy more exotic ones as well. General shops in each village sometimes have a discount of -50% on their goods. You should visit them among your searches to check if such a sale is not happening at the moment – use the opportunity to stock up on resources. Killing a monster
isn't always the best solution. Some of the handicraft materials can only be acquired by capturing the great monster alive. There are other methods of healing your character (as well as your entire party!), not just therapeutic filters. Herbs and bitter bugs can be consumed to restore health. Another element
worth noting is the dust of life – using it will heal you and your companions as well. Learn the combinations of different craft materials in order to gain valuable resources as quickly as you can. Most of the useful items, tools and filters can only be obtained through handicrafts. There are two additional



methods of acquiring craft materials - Meownster Hunter for the series and Hunters for Rent on the Hub. Don't forget to use them regularly. Changing the hunting style has no consequences. You can do this at any time from the chest menu in your home. The armor prepared for blademasters cannot be
used in conjunction with weapons for gunners - and vice versa. If you want to change your style from melee to ranged, you should also acquire a new set of armor. ALWAYS speak with characters with yellow or red icons over their heads. It will give you searches thanks to which you will unlock many
useful functions (new kinds of meals, hunting items, equipment and so on). Completing each search rewards you with a sum of money, but you also have to pay a small guild fee before you can start the search. Don't waste time and money on searches you can't achieve. Every aspect of the game has a
description and a tutorial related to it. All of these are accessible from the Help menu. And finally: be patient. MHGen requires skills and proper planning. There's a reason you won't be able to pay speed runners from Monster Hunter on YouTube. If the game starts frustrating you, train your skills during
easier hunts, gain equipment and return to difficult quests to proceed. If you hurry up and treat MHGen as any typical hack &amp; slash game, I'll quickly bring you to the ground. Hundreds, if not thousands of hours of play are waiting for the patient's players. Next Various Multiplayer Tips Prev Monster
Hunter Generations Guide Page 2 Download the game PDF Guide, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App It's time to hunt for new monsters! Teh Teh Hunter Generations guide is aimed at both newcomers and veterans. It contains information about character development, extracting materials, managing cat
companions, completing quests and hunting monsters. The following guide to Monster Hunter Generations is aimed at those players who are either new to the series or those who return after years. The first chapters contain information about a rather unusual, for such games, mechanics of character
development. Further, we will discuss issues related to the basis of the game, such as exporting materials and weapons, managing cat companions and completing searches in singleplayer mode. The guide concludes with the most important elements of Monster Hunter: monster hunting, multiplayer, and
general tips on useful practices that can be easily looked over for top players. Monster Hunter Generations is the newest installment in the series that has been proving very successful around the world for 12 years. The high immersion, almost endless gameplay, awesome way of working together, and
above all, very demanding, but also very satisfying combat mechanics of this game is what stands behind its success. The world of Monster Hunter is colorful, light and experienced with steampunk elements. The gameplay is very technical and often as difficult as Dark Souls games, which makes Monster
Hunter Generations one of the most demanding action RPGs. Piotr Maxim Kulka Next Various Novice Author Tips: Piotr MaxiM Kulka for gamepressure.com latest update: September 5, 2016 Guide contains: 15 pages, 55 images. Use the comments below to submit your updates and corrections to this
guide. Monster Hunter Generations Action Guide Video 4 Images 12 Series DOWNLOAD GUIDE Get e-book version of this guide: JOIN FOR UPDATES Join the gaming community Facebook Youtube Guides Twitter Is not allowed to copy any image, text or information from this page. This website is not
related to and/or supported by Capcom or Capcom. All logos and images are copyrighted by their respective owners. Copyright © 2000 - 2020 GRY-Online S.A. for gamepressure.com, unofficial game guides, detailed presentations, secrets, game tips, maps &amp; strategies for top games. © 1996-2014,
Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries *Informal Guide Version*Advanced Advice &amp; Strategy Guide. This is the most comprehensive and unique detailed guide you will find online. Available for instant download on your mobile phone, eBook device or in print. Here's what you'll get when you buy this
professional advanced and detailed Game. - Professional advice and strategies. - Cheats and Hacks. - Secrets, Tips, Cheats, Unlockables, and Tricks Used by Pro Players! - How to get tons of cash/coins. - PLUS A LOT MORE! Disclaimer: This product is not linked, linked, approved, certified or
Copyright owner. All trademarks and registered trademarks displayed in this ebook are the property of their respective owners. Published: Sep 2016 Last updated: 1 month ago Version: 1.50 You take on the role of a hunter who embarks on a journey to hunt down the most dangerous creatures on earth.
Spread over four villages, three of previous games and a brand new village, players will have a plethora of searches and items to collect. All 14 types of weapons from Monster Hunter 4 Ultimate return and the new Hunting Styles and Hunting Arts have been added. Version 1.50: Basic information about
searches and all the engineers that beginners need to know to be successful gun drivers Palico guide Bestiary Daamage calculation, traffic values, and how you can apply this in a practical way to improve your hunts! Kinsect upgrade Elder Dragons Details of all sites, including special areas Full DLC
docket with tips for special related guides If you're reading this guide, you're at least a little curious to get into Monster Hunter. Maybe you've tried one of the previous games, but the controls just didn't click. Maybe you have a friend who begs you to help them in the partnership. Or maybe generations of
monster hunters were on your radar, and you finally decided to bite. No matter why, you're in luck because Monster Hunter Generations is the most affordable and varied game to date. This guide will provide you with the elements, tools and knowledge to confidently tackle Monster Hunter Generations'
first set of great monsters. Read by, and let the hunt begin! After learning the basics of Monster Generation Hunters, you're ready for the next step. Our guide to Hunter Arts and Hunter Styles and the 14 types of weapons will teach you everything you need to know about the game's most complicated - but
perfectly understandable - parts. If you have a storage file for Monster Hunter 4 on your Nintendo 3DS, you can start Monster Hunter Generations with a handy welcome package. This includes two unique Palico companions, a number of healing objects and a zenny nest egg on the way ahead. If you've
never played a Monster Hunter game before, don't worry. These items are nice to have, but in no way necessary. Create characters First of all: You have to make a character. The character creator in Monster Hunter Generations is powerful enough that you can spend a solid half hour studying all the
Options. Have fun with it! But know that the following features are adjustable later: Clothes Hairstyle Features (tattoo, war color, etc.) Eye Color First Steps Once you talk to Bherna Gal, you will quickly realize that the majority of the main searches you will need to perform are collection searches. yes, you
have to work. Work. Way up the cut into gargantuan, snarling monsters with a sword the size of a car door. But we'll get you there - and you'll get there faster if your collection game is on point. Introduction to Prowlers Meet one of the most iconic creatures in the Monster Hunter universe: the Palico. There
are two different kinds of these cat-like critters: Felynes and Melynx. Some settle in human settlements to lend a leg to cooking, hunting, collecting - that kind of thing. When a Palico becomes a hunter, he is dubbed a prowler. Not only can you hire these guys to help with hunts, but you can also play as
them - a feature new to monster hunter generations. Unlike hunters, Prowlers cannot use the items instead of relying on a variety of skills. This means they can't knock back a filter or use any other consumable, really. They do, however, have some advantages over people when it comes to collecting:
They don't require collection tools like pickaxes and Bug Nets. They don't have an endurance meter, which means they can run for days. They are immune to the effects of hot and cold climates. As a Prowler, you can concentrate more, faster and more efficiently. That doesn't mean that Prowlers aren't
effective hunters themselves - you could definitely play through the game either as a human hunter or prowler. Once you're ready, head over to Palico Farm and chat with the Meowstress. Your first Palico will be a type of gift by default, but there are seven varieties of Palicoes that can each help in
different ways: Charisma: Provides buffs to the party. Combat: Excels at dealing with damage. Protection: Draws the attention of monsters, while also preventing attacks. Help: Sets traps and provides useful information for large enemies during searches. Treatment: Recovers the health of the party.
Bombing: Sacks powerful explosives into monsters. Gathering: Gathers more data than other Palicoes, and faster. It is in your interest to train them all, since leveling them unlocks skills for your entire package, even for new recruits. And having an army of capable Palicoes will also be extremely useful in
creating a steady flow of items that will be burned through in harder hunts. We'll find our way to that. By arranging the Palico A team for the time being, we recommend that you recruit at least one type of Palico concentration, protection and treatment. If Meowstress is not saving any of these types Still,
have her Scout out of skills and choose your desired Palico type. When you return from your next search, you will have a whole new crop to choose from. Once you've finished hiring your furry flock, head to the Palico Council and choose the first option to switch to prowler. You will want to take on the role
of a collection type if you managed to paste one. If you started the game with the Monster Hunter 4 welcome package, you can rent Sunsnug, which Point. If you don't have a collection type, each Palico will do, but make sure the Meowstress is set to detect one for you. Then select Select Palicoes to
assign up to two other cats to join missions. We recommend that you assign a Type of Protection to keep enemies away from you, and a type of treatment to keep you, well, alive. Questing 101 Head back to girl Bherna. This time, you'll accept one of her quests. Flip what's available and select a search
with a primary goal that requires delivery. As soon as you're ready, head northwest to leave. You will soon be transferred to Jurassic Frontier, one of the many search environments in Monster Hunter Generations. Base Camp This is your own little prop in the center of the unforgivable wilderness. There
are some notable features that only appear in this area. The supply box The first thing you will want to do at the beginning of each search runs onto the supply box and check out the goodies inside. The search-give provides these to help you fulfill your goal. Does the supply box have bug nets on it?
Maybe you should catch insects. Does the Refueling Box have rocket munitions in it? Your target is probably weak in the fire. Items marked as bid items, such as the map shown above, cannot be returned to the base. Everything else is ready. A mindset of accumulation is not a malice in the world of
Monster Hunter. The All collection shipments end with you throwing your products in this red box. You can deliver some of the requested items if you can't transfer them all, or the entire shebang. Note that unlike previous titles, you cannot deliver something that is not a search or sub-search target. The
bed you can return to base at any time and get a snooze on this rather uncomfortable bed. This way you will fully recover your HP, remove any negative situation effects and do the same for any Palicoes you have in tow. This is especially useful if you happen to be tussling with a larger monster right near
the base. If you happen to play online, it is considered a bad form for nap, while the rest of your teammates do the heavy lifting. Transpurrter If you fill your data bags, head to this NPC and unload your haul. First click Deposit, and then click Delivery. Note that you can only do this once per search,
because once this dude rolls off into the sunset, he won't return. For items such as honey and raw which have a maximum number that you can transfer, this feature is especially useful. It's also useful if you happen to have forgotten to deposit items from your last search. Find out your map. No, seriously:
LEARN YOUR MAP! There are many environments in generations of monster hunters. This is because this installment includes maps from each Monster Hunter title to date. Is... many maps. I know it's scary, especially for those of us with a bad sense of direction, but try try harder to bind them to
memory. In which numbered zone does it lead to which? How can you get back to base camp? Work on it early on, and it will pay off in the latter stages of the game when your supply box won't contain a map. Respect Your Elders hidden somewhere in every environment is an NPC known as Veggie
Elder. In jurassic frontier, he's right in base camp, but you might have to look a little harder for him in the other areas. This little curmudgeon will connect you to a free item every time you talk to it, for a limited number of times. He may also want an item you keep and offer an exchange. Regularly talking to
the Veggie Elder is a great way to create a stock of useful items, and even gain some you may need in a pinch. You can retrieve stolen items Some of the less salty characters in the Monster Hunter universe are known to have sticky fingers, and can lift items right out of your pockets. The main offender is
wild Melynx, who can steal from you in a single hit. Don't panic! There are ways to get your data back. Either pulverize the offensive Melynx or, if you manage to escape, find the zone in your locale with a sacred felyne similar to the one in the GIF above. If you poke around, you may just be able to recover
your stolen goods. Totally lost? Read your search description! Even if you look at boiled-down search tasks, it's not always clear what you really need to do to complete a search. Occasionally, you need to take it a step further and read the full search description. There may be some hidden tips there to
help connect the dots. The gathering of the world of generations of monster hunters is filled with useful resources. Here are some tips on how to come away with the thickest parts of the earth. Look for something that stands out What's that in the background? I wonder if I can gather from it... Oh snap, I
can! Concentration points will vary in appearance, but almost always stand out just a bit from their surroundings. Keep your eyes open, and scan each area as you pass. Inspect anything that looks suspicious. Honey is love. Honey is life. There's a little saying in Monster Hunter circles: First you get
honey. Then you'll take the Pacos. Then you'll get the engravings. This basically means that honey is extremely important. You will use it to create a wide variety of objects that you will use regularly, especially therapeutic objects. It's going to be hard to keep all the concentration nodes Straight ahead
early, but at least you should keep an eye on any honey knots you encounter. Bonus tip: For Jurassic Frontier, there are honey nodes in zones 4 and 11. Hit these at every opportunity you get! Brighter is best Some collection nodes come in different colors, even in the same environments. For example,
here's a regular ore mining hub in jurassic frontier: Note the monotonous color? Now here is a slightly less common in the same location: Ah, that temperature increase golden tint! Concentrate here, and you're more likely to get Machalite, a rare-ish ore in the early stages of Monster Hunter Generations'.
Consider this rule if you know that an environment has a resource you need, but you don't have much luck finding it. Many feet do light work When you go out gathering, it is always in your best interest to bring along a duo of Palicoes. Your companions will gather from nodes with you, or completely on
their own. It can just come away with this material you're trying to find, even if you don't. What to do after completing a search The above information will help you clear your first concentration search with ease. As soon as you do, you'll be back in Burna. Here's a summary of some things you want to do
after clearing a search. Craft better tools If you were thorough in your collection efforts, you probably came away with enough materials to make some significantly better tools than you have now. This also applies to hunter and Prowlers, but building Palico tools requires an extra step. Talk to the NPC at
The Palico Armory to break some of your materials down into scraps. If you have enough raw materials to manufacture three bone or ore scraps, you can make a complete set of head and body armor for one of your Palicoes. When it comes to people's hunters, maybe you can't do much better when it
comes to armor, but almost every Iron-based weapon will be an improvement over default weapons. Pet a Moofah Bherna has a healthy offering of Moofahs, who provide the rich cheese you may notice around town. Don't they deserve some support for their efforts? Pet one after each search to be
rewarded with a Fleeceball. You can break these objects into fur waste. Combine them with items from the Monster Hunter 4 bonus package to make the Baby Tiga set. Combine your items All these pieces you've taken off the ground as Prowler turned into useful items for your hunter. You can do this
from your own account or from your item box. Depending on what you combine, there may be a chance that your combination will fail. To increase your chances, head to the market and grab all the combination books you can afford. Note that these books only improve your returns if they are kept in the
same inventory from which you combine. In other words, a book in your item box won't improve the combination rate for your item case. If you don't have foldable money just yet, just that grab these before you start around the rarest materials. Here are some useful combinations and what they create:
Blue Mushroom + Herb = Filter: Quite important early on, but once you can buy them, this combination becomes less important. Filter + Honey = Mega Filter: As you transition from collector to hunter, this combo will only become more important. Maintaining a healthy supply of mega filters is essential.
Trap tool + Thunderbug = = Trap: A trap that you can develop on the ground. If a big monster does it, the monster will be immobilized momentarily. Note that you cannot retrieve a trap after it is deployed. Sap Plant + Stone = Bomb Enclosure: Use these enclosures to make a variety of extremely useful
hunter tools, including: Bomb Enclosure + Tranquilizer = Tranq Bomb: A flying element that you can use to capture a weakened monster caught in a trap. Bomb Enclosure + Flashbug = Flash Bomb: A flying element that releases a blinding flash of light into the air. It stuns any monsters that happen to look
in the center of the flash. Bomb Enclosure + Manure = Dung Bomb: A throwable element that covers the target, well ... Know. A semi-reliable way to encourage a big monster to leave the zone you are in. Also effective at escaping the grab-attack of a great monster. Check out the shops You can buy some
hunting gear in the city. In these early stages of the game, you can get them out without having to break the bank, but you still have to keep an eye out for a deal. Every three and a bit, the market in the city will have a half sale. This is a great opportunity to stock up. We recommend storing up the following
items if the opportunity arrises: Filters (available after taking down your first big monster) Trap Tools Calming Iron Pickaxes and Bug Nets Hot and Cold Drinks Ammunition, Coatings and Oils depending on your preferred weapon(s) There is also a dealer at Palico Ranch who will exchange items for your
Wycademy points. These points are a measure of how much you can help wycademy, so gather them from doing things like clearing searches, collecting account information and downloading big monsters. And you won't know it, it has sales from time to time too. Equip Palico moves and skills Once your
Palico gathering reaches level five, it will unlock the concentration of Pro skills by increasing the number of items gathered in nodes. Each Palico type has certain type skills like the one that unlock at higher levels. From the Palico Board of Directors, select The Palico Skills option to reserve skills in your
Palico's memory, represented by the blank slots above. Different skills may require more memory slots, and your Palico develops more memory slots as you continue to increase it. Also check out the Support Moves option on the Palico Board. These are actions Palicoes can perform in searches, and
must be to use as well. Check for your Scouted Palicoes If you've cleared a search (with the exception of a Harvest Tour) the NPCs that Palicoes Scouts will have a new list of recruits. Scroll through their information with L and R to see the different skills that make them stand out. With more Palicoes to
choose from, you can be more demanding who you bring up. You have your Palicoes trade for items you don't want to collect Talk to the trader at Palico Ranch to assign a Palico to trade on your behalf. Select the for the work, then the crop from the corresponding array. At the beginning of the game, you
will only have the option to trade in a farm that specializes in plants, but you will unlock others with different specialties as you go. For now, we recommend marketing for Sap Plants, a material you can never have too much. This system is a big part of what allows you to focus even less on collecting, and
more and more on hunting, so learn to love it. Feed your face Purr-prietress can prepare a rich cheese-covered meal for you before heading out on your next quest. This provides a variety of benefits, such as increased maximum health and endurance, a buff for attack or defense and food skills that help
in the field. Combine ingredients with Purr-prietress as you unlock them to add to its recipe list. When a recipe is fresh, the little chef's hat icon will appear next to it. This means that the chances of activating food skills will increase. Depending on the dish and sauce you choose to accompany it, different
food skills are activated. You'll want to experiment a little, but here are some useful skills to shoot for: Felyne Gatherer: Increases the number of times you can gather at collection hubs. Felyne Blackbelt: Reduces the amount of resistance used when avoiding or locking. Felyne Defender: Reduces the
amount of damage received from certain attacks. Felyne Foodie: Keeps the benefits taken from your meal even if you have to fall into battle. Hunting Whew, now that all this collection and garbage item maintenance is out of the way, it's time to focus on why you're really here: taking down huge monsters.
The thing about monsters is they're much bigger, louder and faster than you. They will aggressively throw themselves and their powerful attacks on you. If you take the same approach and attack savagely, you're doomed to fail. So, what advantage does that leave you? Your mind, of course. Your first
great enemy in generations of monster hunters will be the great Maccao. Here are some ways to take control of the race. Prepare accordingly It is not wise to pack a full data bag, as you will want to carve materials from your defeated task or gather items along the way. However, it is highly recommended
to bring some critical elements to keep you in the fight: Mega Filters: These cure a significant amount of health. Note that reducing this and other consumables will leave you momentarily open to attacks. Good job Use these to regain your stamina. Learn how to make these stomach-watering treats out of
a separate Quest Training. Paintballs: For now at least, there will be some of them in your supply box. But until you get the hang of targeting them, it's a good idea to bring extra. Dart a monster with one of them and its location will appear on your minimap for a limited time. when your gun assedness falls
a level, you will with a pop-up window. This means that you cause less damage and risk diverting your attacks. Keep your gun sharpened to avoid this! Learn a few telegrams Most monsters have only a handful of attacks that are really devastating, but your enemies tend to project them very clearly in
advance. The Great Maccao is reared in its tail and pauses for a moment before making a quick lunge attack. Keep your eye out for this tell and prepare a counter attack – or just get the good out of the way! Capitalize on exhaustion Even if you don't do so well, keeping a monster moving will eventually
exhaust it. In the case of the Great Maccao, drooling abundantly once worn out. Many other monsters do the same, and when that happens, they will dramatically slow down their roll. This makes for a great opportunity to unleash some tricks! Use your tricks like a flash bomb! Once your enemy doubles
from exhaustion, it's easy to throw one of them right into the field of view of a monster. This way he will let it sit still or attack in a random direction. Heck, you might even look away in space long enough to take a selfie: Hunger-depleted monsters tend to try to find food somewhere. They can take down
some prey or eat just what's around. If an exhausted monster changes zones, follow carefully, because it may be trying to recover. If they start eating, take advantage of a great opportunity to attack undisputed. Ride 'em, Cow-boy-or-girl Jump from ewes or use aerial style to jump on a monster's back.
You can manage to place it, which starts a basic red light, green light minigame. Just hold down the R, and then the skull icon turns green. Quickly alternate between X and A to sit on the monster. If the skull icon becomes yellow, hold off on the attack, and hold the R to focus on staying in the monster. If
you manage to fill the meter pictured here, the monster will fall to the ground, allowing you a long window to put the attacks in thick. Break critical body parts In the above GIF, the Great Maccao started eating, so we focused our attacks on its tail. As you saw in the first GIF in the telegraphs, this monster's
tail is a key part of how it attacks. The thing is covered with pointy thorns, which help stabilize it after a lunge attack. If you break the backs, then... It will fall immediately after one of these telegraphed lunges, and you can create a new opening! Watch out for a lame When the health of a Falls too low, may
try to leave the zone. Weakened monsters will have an intense limp, which is a sign that you can capture the monster. Develop either a shock trap or trap trap in the zone the monster moves to and lure it into the trap. Drop two Tranq bombs on it, and you have yourself a captive monster. Or, allow the
monster to leave, which presents another option. Capitalize on sleep A sleeping monster will health, if you will allow it. But it also takes extra damage - three times the damage to be exact - for the attack that wakes her up. Use this opportunity to put it to bed... For good. For the record, Big Macau sleeps in
zone seven, so if he manages to get away from you after limping, he might be where you want to go. Conclusions All these tips should be a lot to throw the Big Maccao, and certainly at least some of his offending friends. The important thing to remember is that most of these strategies apply to all the
monsters in the game, so consider this fight a microcosm of what's ahead. Bonus tip Learn this enemy well, and you can start to try all the different gun training courses the Bherna Gal has to offer. Everyone faces off against the Great Maccao, and once you know an enemy inside and out, experimenting
with different weapons gives you a little more room for error. Training courses do a decent job explaining the basics of each weapon, so you can find out what fits your playing style. In the next installment of this guide, we will explore all types of weapons and hunting styles, a feature unique to Monster
Hunter Generations. Until then, happy hunting! After learning the basics of Monster Generation Hunters, you're ready for the next step. Our guide to Hunter Arts and Hunter Styles and the 14 types of weapons will teach you everything you need to know about the game's most complicated - but perfectly
understandable - parts. Parts.
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